WHY MAINTENANCE IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES FAIL
THE BIGGEST BARRIERS TO SUCCESS AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM
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WHO IS DINGO?
$7B

180

125,000

$300M+

OF ASSETS MANAGED

OPERATIONS SUPPORTED

COMPONENTS CARED FOR

DOLLARS SAVED

DINGO is the world leader in providing holistic condition management solutions to asset intensive industry. Dingo unites the
power of Trakka®, a proprietary predictive analytics engine and global equipment database, with Condition Intelligence™,
a team of maintenance experts, to keep assets healthy and operations running smoothly. Our practical, proven solutions drive
real results of increased availability, extended life, and reduced operating costs, with typical payback of >3:1 within 12 months.
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS
ACROSS THE GLOBE
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THE CHALLENGE

Reliability Professionals were asked,
“Do any reliability methods work?”

They responded:

70% said NO
Source: 2015 Reliability Centered Maintenance Survey
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WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS TO SUCCESS?
AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM
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PEOPLE & CULTURE: OBSTACLES
People are the heart of the program – and often the heart of the problem
• We’re Content With The Status Quo:
Technically strong teams often believe that they
are already good enough, so why change.
• Working in Silos: If people and departments
don’t understand how they fit into the bigger
picture, they will focus solely on their functional
priorities and objective.
• ‘Top Down’ Mandates: If a program is
mandated, people don’t embrace it as their
own.
• One and Done: Training once and assuming
that everyone has it down is a flawed
assumption. People are creatures of habit and
tend to default to what they already know
without reinforcement.
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PEOPLE & CULTURE: ANSWERS
Working together towards a common vision
 Be Open To Change: Organizations that
promote a state of continuous improvement
tend to continuously improve.

 Set Clear Universal Goals: The program
needs to have clear, universal goals that all
teams are working towards and measured
against.
 Promote Program Ownership: Create an
environment where each employee knows
how they contribute to the success of the
overall system
 Provide Ongoing Training & Coaching:
Hold regular training sessions with new and
existing employees to continuously reinforce
desired behaviors and outcomes.
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TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS: OBSTACLES
Insufficient support leads to Silos & Setbacks
• Fragmented Systems & Data Storage:
When information resides and gets
reviewed in different systems by different
people (or not reviewed at all), it’s easy
to miss critical pieces of the puzzle.
• Limited Access & Visibility: Systems
that provide limited seats or access
promote silos and create environments
where everyone is operating with
incomplete information
• Checking Boxes: If a system simply
tracks task completion, people can feel
successful while equipment is breaking.
• Ivory Tower Solutions: Technology
providers who don’t have maintenance
experience create solutions that can’t be
applied in a practical way
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TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS: ANSWERS
Connecting the Dots
 Centralized Software System: A system
that offers access and information across
departments provides people with the
right information at the right time to make
better decisions
 Action Tracking To Resolution: The
software should track activities through
resolution to ensure that problems are
actually solved.
 Measuring Results: In order to gauge
the ongoing performance of a program
and improve compliance, the software
system should be able measure the
results that tie directly to KPIs
 Understanding the Practical
Application: A good technology solution
will fit seamlessly within your existing
operation to help drive better results.
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PROCESS: OBSTACLES
All of the analytics in the world can’t fix a bad process
• Compartmentalized Processes: When
teams operate as separate units, they create
independent processes to deliver unrelated
outcomes.
• Monitoring Because You Can: Collecting
volumes of data without a clear picture of the
intended use adds enormous complexity, but
no value
• Ordering Without Explanation: When work
orders are lobbed over the fence without
providing context, technicians tend to check
boxes vs. solve problems.

• Focusing On Task Completion: Simply
doing the work defined on a work order and
focusing on task completion often won’t
resolve the root cause of the problem.
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PROCESS: ANSWERS
A good process produces good results
 Design An Integrated System: Implement
a process that spans departments &
encourages productive cross-functional
communication.
 Use Data as a Means to an End: Start
with your goals and work backwards to
determine the data & analysis required to
help achieve them.
 Provide Context: Ensure that everyone in
the process can access important
contextual information, so each person
knows the what and the why.
 Close The Loop: Continuously feed
outcomes back to the teams that originated
the work to improve decision-making and
foster a state of continuous improvement.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

PEOPLE

SYSTEMS

SUCCESS

PROCESS
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CASE STUDY
A LARGE CANADIAN COPPER MINE PARTNERS WITH DINGO
TO IMPLEMENT A COMPREHENSIVE MAINTENANCE IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE
Challenge
One of the world’s largest copper mines had been condition
monitoring with oil analysis, vibration and thermography for years.
Their fleet health and life were not achieving desired targets. The
plan was to purchase 2 new trucks to supply the production capacity
needed.

MILL AVAILABILITY

Solution
To address these challenges, the mine partnered with Dingo to
implement a holistic condition management program that would
deliver world-class results.
Dingo provides critical support in these areas:
• Organizes information so the focus is on component health
management and not just monitoring condition.
• Provides recommended corrective actions to local team and
tracks issues through resolution
• Plans condition based work for mill maintenance windows
• Serves as a continuous source of expertise
• Provides structure and focus through dashboard KPIs, process
control and benchmarking

ASSET HEALTH PROFILE

Results
 The mine didn’t need to buy the 2 new trucks, saving $9M
 Mill is operating with less than 1% unscheduled downtime in
recent months.
 Increased availability & extended equipment life are saving the
mine over $5.5M per year
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THANK YOU
Chuck Tollman
VP of Global Operations
ctollman@dingo.com
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